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Abstract-- There is currently much research into using trustbased mechanisms to secure computing in ubiquitous
environments, which are typified by unforeseen circumstances,
unexpected interactions, and unknown entities. Risk evaluation
becomes essential to the trust-based decision-making process in
these security mechanisms, especially when the trustworthiness of
some entity is unknown and no recommendation information is
available. However, risk probability estimating remains unsolved
for most application scenarios.
In this paper, to measure the risk associated with some
interaction, a risk probability assessment formula is presented
and the traditional methods in actuarial and insurance industry
are investigated. Furthermore, we propose a general risk
probability definition by which a clustering procedure with
Mahalanobis distance as similarity measure is presented to solve
to this kind of problem. An experiment on intrusion detection
system is provided to demonstrate it is feasibility and suitability
for use within a trust-based security mechanism.
Index Terms-- Security, Trust, Risk Probability, Cluster,
Mahalanobis distance

A.

INTRODUCTION

A global ubiquitous computing infrastructure is
envisioned in which billions of autonomous entities must
interact in a decentralized and ad hoc manner. In this
type of environment, traditional security mechanisms
based on a centralized authorization model will not
scale.
The interactions between these autonomous entities
are similar to those interactions in human networks.
Humans must often make ad hoc decisions regarding
interaction with partially-known or unknown persons in
situations where complete information is unavailable and
where no trusted third party exists. Similarly, entities in
the ubiquitous computing environment are both
autonomous and mobile, and must be capable of dealing
with unforeseen circumstances ranging from unexpected
interactions with other unknown entities to disconnected
operation. Human society has developed the concept of
trust to overcome initial suspicion and gradually evolve
privileges in these scenarios. Recently, there has been an
increased interest in the development of security
mechanisms for this type of environment based on the
human notion of trust [1, 2, 3].
We must characterize the extent to which risk is
associated with a privilege that may be assigned to an

unknown entity such that the entity’s trustworthiness
may then be used to decide whether the risk is
acceptable in granting said privilege. Risk is the
possibility of something adverse happening, and risk
management is the process of assessing risk, taking steps
to reduce risk to an acceptable level and maintaining that
level of risk. In her paper [4], Dr. Sharon Fletcher asserts
that risk management has gone through two generations
already, and that it needs to enter its third. Until now,
there have been quite a few tools and methods proposed,
but most of them still view risk assessment as a fairly
static procedure. No current work provides an acceptable
solution to risk assessment in the ubiquitous computing
environment.
The SECURE research project focuses on the
integration of trust and risk in making security decisions
in the pervasive computing environment [5]. As
illustrated in the SECURE framework diagram presented
in Figure 1, risk evaluation is fundamental component in
performing trust-based access control.

Figure 1: SECURE Framework [5]
Risk is commonly defined as the hazard level
combined with the likelihood of the hazard leading to an
accident and the hazard exposure or duration (latency)
[6]. In this paper, we address estimating risk probability
for a certain interaction, i.e., the likelihood of the hazard
leading to an accident. The rest of the article is
structured as follows. Section 2 addresses a risk
probability assessment model to cover all possible
outcomes of an interaction. Section 3 investigates risk
probability estimating in actuarial and insurance
industry. By reviewing a simple example, we extend the
underlying idea and present a general risk probability

definition. Section 4 describes our algorithm based on
clustering. Mahalanobis is used to measure the similarity
between any two interactions precisely and take
correlation of the different features into account. In
Section 5, the experimental results of applying the
algorithm to intrusion detection are given. Finally,
section 6 concludes and presents future work.
B.

RISK PROBABILITY ESTIMATION MODEL

We assume that any interaction in ubiquitous
computing environments can be expressed as a feature
vector and that the vector elements are comparable. This
is reasonable as different discrete numbers can denote
even different non-numeric features. The features must
be able to describe an interaction precisely and
completely. Therefore, the features describing the
context of and the principals engaged in an interaction
must be specified as precisely as possible.
To measure the risk associated with an interaction, the
following general risk assessment formula is presented.

R = F (x1 , x2 , x3 ,l xm ) + Z
or

R = F (X ) + Z

Where R is the probability of risk of a certain
interaction, or indeed the risk value itself. X is the
feature vector, and xi (i = 1,2,3l m) are its elements
which consist of known parameters for this interaction.
The feature elements specify the context of the
interaction, participants and relevant historical memory.
Their values are derived from observation or collected
data. Z is the random disturbance factor, and normally
we assume it to be zero. F maps the current context and
participant features to the risk value or risk probability.
Its specific format may be known or unknown depending
on different contexts.
When the map F is known, which might be a linear
or non-linear function, estimating R is not difficult. For
example, consider the probable risk of vehicular death
by driver’s age. If it is a normal distribution, F has a
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the parameters u, σ are easy to confirm. These are the
format like

traditional parameters used in an estimating procedure.
If the dimension of vector X is high, up to 3,
estimating R is also easy as we can plot out the data and
see the pattern underlying the huge data set.
However, in fact, the map F is often unknown and the
dimension of the features vector is very high. For this

kind of situation, F is just like a black box passing the
current data and historical data as inputs and outputting a
risk value. It is worthwhile to note that the historical data
is necessary for estimating the risk of the current
interaction. For example, it is difficult to imagine that a
child could give a risk estimation for driving, as he
would have not had enough experience in this context,
i.e. historical data. However, even for the historical
interactions, we know only if the result of each
interaction is unexpected or not. The risk probability
associated with the interactions remains unknown. If the
historical features vector with confirmed risk probability
were known to us, there would be many means to find
the map F and predict the probability of risk for a new
interaction. The non-linear regression, regression splines
and neural network provide the mathematical solutions
to it.
In the next section we will present a general risk
probability definition aimed to solve this problem.
C.

RISK PROBABILITY DEFINITION

In order to find the risk probability for each
interaction, let us examine a quite simple example of risk
estimation in the insurance industry. Traditionally,
insurance uses historical claims data to model the
probability density function (PDF) of risk. So it is
necessary to review how to produce a PDF for a case.
Consider the aforementioned Winter Storm Fatalities
for 1996 in America [7]. Table 1 records the sample
results.

Table 1: Winter Storm Fatalities for 1996 [7]
Except the unknown data, by plotting the fatalities
percentage in y- axes, age in x- axes; we could see the
curve is very similar to the normal distribution curve
(Figure 2). A concrete PDF function can be calculated
by estimating the parameters. Then we can use the age of
a new principal as the input to the PDF function to
output the risk of winter storm fatality.
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Figure 2: Producing a PDF from Sample Data
If we use “*” to denote fatality by winter storm in the
bars in the Figure 2, we see that when the PDF curve
reaches its peak, which means the risk probability is
highest, the bar contains the highest density of “*”. In
fact, the age ranges can be seen to be pre-defined
clusters. So the risk of some point depends upon its
cluster and unexpected points in its neighbourhood.
Therefore, we define a general risk probability as
follows:

R( X ) =

U ( N r ( X ))
Nr ( X )

where N r ( X ) is an r -neighbourhood of point

X , N r ( x ) = { y : ρ ( x, y ) < r} . The r -neighbourhood

is not necessary a super sphere.
N r (x ) is the number of all the points in this
neighbourhood.
U ( N r ( X )) is the number of unexpected points in
this neighbourhood.
D.

RISK PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

According to our risk probability definition, when a
cluster is confirmed, the number of unexpected points in
this cluster is easy to collect for historical data, from
which the risk value is easy to calculate. So clustering
historical interactions according to patterns is necessary
as a kind of pre-processing in which distinct subclasses
of patterns are discovered whose members are more
similar to each other than they are to other patterns.
For each cluster, the rate between the number of
unexpected results of some interactions and the numbers
of elements in the cluster is defined as the Average Loss
Rate (ALR). We aim to make up risk probability for
each vector in this cluster by ALR. Intuitive idea is to
see how close each vector X is to the average vector
X in the cluster. The most common measure of
similarity for two vectors is:

2

n =1

Essentially, this is Euclidean distance between two
vectors. However, every element in a vector expresses a
feature of the interaction. We do not know how
important each feature playing a role in the interaction
may be. At the same time, as all the elements have been
discrete, they scatter in different ranges. The above
formula cannot account for these issues. In our
experiment, we give another measure of the similarity
based on Mahalanobis distance [8].

MDt = ( X − mt )Ct ( X − mt ) '
2

−1

Where X is one of the feature vectors in cluster t; mt
is the mean vector in cluster t; and Ct is the covariance
matrix for X . It can be shown that the surfaces on
which r is constant are ellipsoids that are centered about
the mean mt . In the special case where the features are
uncorrelated and the variances in all directions are the
same, these surfaces are spheres, and the Mahalanobis
distance becomes equivalent to the Euclidean distance.
It is superior to Euclidean distance because it takes
distribution of the point into account. It automatically
accounts for the scaling of the coordinate axes. It
corrects for correlation between the different features.
These properties are what we aim to achieve in our risk
estimation.
Since we can make up risk probability for each vector
of historical data, the trained architecture is also able to
apply to new input. We briefly summarize the training
procedure as follows:
• Abstract the features from the historical data to
generate the features vectors;
• Using the feature vectors as input vectors, start
the clustering procedure;
• After clustering, select every cluster set from the
clustering results, for example:
I k = {V1 ,V2 ,...Vk } ,
Here Vi = (v1i , v 2i ,..., v mi ) , i = 1,2..., k ; I k is
T

•

a cluster, Vi is the feature vector and K is the
number of the features. From next step to the
end, calculate risk probabilities for every vector
in this cluster. Do the same for other clusters.
Calculate ALR:

ALR =

∑ E (V )
i

i∈I k

Ik

Here I k means the number of elements in

Ik

E (Vi ) = 1 , if the result of interaction
associated
with
Vi
is
unexpected.
Otherwise, E (Vi ) = 0 .
•

Calculate the similarity rate between any vector
and the average vector- Sim(Vi ,V ) using
Mahalanobis distance:
Calculate risk probability (RP) for every feature
vector

•

We perform an experiment to verify the above
algorithms using a subset of the data which contains
34065 records. The 34065 pieces of data are divided
into 24 clusters using a Kohonen Self-Organizing Map.
The probability distribution for the data is given in
Figure 3. Each record is just a raw TCP/IP dump and
therefore every feature vector has 41 elements, denoted
F1 through F41. Only 8 clusters contain unexpected
connections (attacks), and the other 16 clusters are all
normal connections sets with ALRs of 0. The cluster 14
is the largest one which has almost 25% connections
while it contains no attacking connection. The risk of
connections in this cluster is 0 that means a big part of
connections are normal.

RPi = Sim(Vi ,V ) × ALR
The prediction procedure then comprises the
following steps:
• Abstract the features from the current data to
create a new vector Vl ;
•

New feature vector as the input vector. Start
clustering procedure;
After clustering, Vl should be in one of clusters,

•

for example Vl ∈ I k .
•

Calculate similarity rate of between Vl and the
average using Mahalanobis distance.
Calculate risk probability (RP) for this feature
vector

•

RPl = Sim(Vl ,V ) × ALRk , Here ALRk is from
the cluster I k .
In order to make the prediction more precisely, each
i = 1,2,...k could be a pair (input vector,
response) with proper network behavior for BP neural
network.( RPi is the response of vector Vi ). Then BP
neural network is trained by all the history data which is
for predict new vector Vl .

(Vi , RPi )

E.

Figure 3: Distribution of clustering data
Figure 4 presents the partial results in cluster 16. The
columns from F37 to F41 are elements of the feature
vector extracted from the total 41 features in the raw
TCP/IP data. The “_SEGMNT” column shows the
cluster identification. The “Type” column describes the
types of connections being made. “MD” and “risk01”
describe the record’s Mahalanobis distance and its risk
probability. The results show that the same types of
connections have similar risks, while inhomogeneous
connections have distinct values.1

INTRUSION DETECTION EXPERIMENT

In the 1998 DARPA intrusion detection evaluation
program, an environment was set up to acquire raw
TCP/IP dump data for a network by simulating a typical
U.S. Air Force LAN. The LAN operated like a real
environment, but being blasted with multiple attacks.
For each TCP/IP connection, 41 various quantitative and
qualitative features were extracted.

Figure 4: Calculation of results of cluster 16
1

However it is worthwhile to note that this is not always true,
as normal connections could have the same risk as the
unexpected connections. This is similar to the winter storm
fatality probability example in which any principal aged 45
has the same risk of fatality in winter storm regardless of
whether or not he is currently alive or dead.

We have not used higher-level features that help in
distinguishing normal connections from attacks. Derived
features should be able to help us to describe the
interaction more clearly and briefly in order that the
vector dimensions could be decreased which would lead
more precise prediction.
Let us examine how this risk estimation component
might be integrated with the trust-based security
architecture presented in Figure 1. We cannot give risk
estimation for some initial interactions for which we
have no historical data. However, the monitoring
component works to observe the result of the
interactions and to collect relevant data to the distributed
evidence store. When the data stored is enough to cover
as many observed outcomes as possible, the risk
evaluator is invoked to perform risk estimation using our
algorithm. The historical data clustering procedure could
work offline, while the estimation of risk for current
interactions would work in real time as security
decisions need to be made. This procedure is also similar
to the human trust establishing and risk assessment.
After people accumulate enough experience and identify
the context and participants, they can recollect as similar
as possible interactions which involves searching for
data in similar context and participants to produce a
precise estimation on risk.
F.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Risk assessment a very important component in trustbased security strategy especially when the
trustworthiness of some entity is unknown and no
recommendation information is available. Currently,
most traditional risk assessment procedures follow a
fairly static process and cannot satisfy the requirements
of the ubiquitous computing environment. A more
flexible, dynamic risk assessment is needed.
In this paper we described a risk assessment model
and proposed an estimator of risk probability that forms
the core part of risk assessment in the ubiquitous
computing environment. This estimator is based on a
general definition inspired by traditional PDF
approximation and implemented by a clustering
procedure. To take the distribution of points into
account, we adopt Mahalanobis distance to calculate
similarity of interactions. We are currently developing
the SECURE framework into which this risk probability
estimator is embedded. This risk estimator is feasible
and we have demonstrated that it fits well within the
framework.
This project is still in progress. We do not yet know
how clustering may affect the risk estimation and we
have yet to establish a common evaluation process as
well as common for risk estimation. However, we

believe we have developed a novel way of risk
estimation that can respond to new interactions
dynamically and avoid subjective assessment in the
ubiquitous computing environment.
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